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ABSTRACT: 

In the last 10 years, heart disease has arisen as a significant worldwide health problem that 

substantially influences mortality rates. To avoid patients from any harm, prompt and 

accurate testing is vital. In order to recognize cardiovascular illness, non-invasive medical 

technologies—especially those that make use of artificial intelligence and machine 

learning—have become more crucial. However, heart illness prediction is still hard, 

particularly in light of the intricacy of vast volumes of medical data. With the purpose of 

boosting the accuracy of heart disease diagnosis, this study tries to find relevant risk 

indicators in high-dimensional datasets. Two distinct heart disease files with varied medical 

features were employed in order to accomplish this. The link and correlation between these 

features and heart disease was the principal focus of the investigation. After that, a filter-

based feature selection strategy was incorporated to these datasets, providing a reduced 

feature group that may be utilized to identify heart disease. Many machine learning 

classification models that incorporated both reduced and complete feature groups were 

constructed for trial analysis. Learned models were assessed using precision, the Receiver 

Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, and the F1-Score. The classification results indicated 

that important attributes had a substantial effect on accuracy, indicating that the models 

performed considerably better even with small amounts of data. Compared to models trained 

on the whole feature set, the reduced feature set considerably enhances classification 

accuracy while requiring less training time. This paper shows the relevance of feature 

selection in enhancing the performance of machine learning models for heart disease 

prediction. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A World Health Organization (WHO) estimate suggests 
that heart illness is become increasingly common 
worldwide, with 17.90 million heart disease-related deaths 
projected in 2016—more than 30% of all fatalities globally 
[1]. Remarkably, 55% of cardiac patients pass away in the 
first three years, even if the annual cost of treatment 
amounts for just 4% of overall medical expenses [2]. 
Acknowledging this new trend, early heart disease 
identification and treatment are crucial to controlling the 
condition and decreasing healthcare expenses. 

The background of medical research has radically 
transformed as a result of recent technology discoveries [3, 
4]. It is an incredible accomplishment and a promise of a 
bright future that machine learning (ML) has emerged as a 
significant tool in the treatment of cardiovascular disease 
[5]. Machine learning (ML) models based on statistical 
analysis of input data may be employed to effectively 
diagnose cardiac sickness from vast volumes of electronic 
medical data supplied by low-cost smart devices [6, 7]. 

To reduce overfitting, ML models must be trained on a 
range of data sets [8]. However, integrating unequal data 
quality results in the curse of dimensionality and 
necessitates ongoing rewriting [9, 10]. Medical datasets 
typically comprise recurrent and related characteristics that 
enhance complexity without supplying the prediction 
function crucial information, which might cause the 
prediction function to be off [11]. Essential feature 
selection becomes important in medical diagnosis to 
reduce model complexity, increase prediction accuracy, 
and shorten training time in order to handle these issues 
[12, 13]. 

Due to these developments, feature selection algorithms 
are presently commonly applied in research on heart 
disease and stroke [14, 15, 16]. This work delivers a 
substantial contribution by extensively assessing medical 
symptoms in two separate datasets connected with heart 
disease. It focuses on the linkages and interdependencies 
between the various components of cardiac disease. It 
makes use of a filter-based feature selection technique to 
identify which medical signals are most effective for 
anticipating cardiac difficulties. Appropriate models are 
generated using a number of machine learning (ML) 
classification approaches, including Random Forest (RF), 
Decision Tree (DT), Naive Bayes (NB), Multi-Layer 
Perceptron (MLP), and Logistic Regression (LR). 

Both full and reduced feature groups are applied to 
examine the classification models in order to learn how 
feature selection effects performance. The source code 
used in this study is publicly accessible on GitHub in 
compliance with the standards for reproducible research 
[1,]. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

While cardiac disease detection has improved using 
machine learning (ML), ML prediction models confront a 
fundamental difficulty owing to the high information 
complexity. In order to overcome this challenge, feature 
selection looks to be a crucial strategy. It focuses on 
determining the most critical components that strongly 
effect the course of disease. This strategy is useful for 
minimizing the probability of medical complications as 
well as enhancing forecast accuracy. 

Zhang et al. employed filter-based approaches including 
Fisher score, information gain, and standard deviation to 
construct a new feature selection strategy called 
Weighting-and-Ranking-Based Hybrid Feature Selection 
(WRHFS) in an important research effort [17]. Nine of the 
28 essential input parameters for the prediction of heart 
strokes were successfully discovered with this strategy. A 
separate research [18] applied the Latent Feature Selection 
(ILFS) approach to uncover critical risk variables for good 
heart disease prediction from a vast feature space. Despite 
using just half of the qualities from a group of fifty, our 
probabilistic latent graph-based feature selection technique 
fared better than the competitors. 

Using the glow-worm swarm optimization approach, a 
separate research [19] presented a feature selection 
procedure for discovering quality characteristics in 
electronic health records (EHR). Notably, six traits—
including high blood pressure and alkaline phosphatase—
were revealed to be essential for identifying stroke. The 
authors of [20] concentrated on generating the most 
significant EHR signals to predict the early-stage risk of 
heart disease-related mortality. The recursive feature 
elimination (RFE) and minimum redundancy maximum 
relevance (mRmR) approaches generated features with an 
average accuracy of 80%. 

Using the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS) dataset, 
Singh et al. [21] constructed an effective stroke prediction 
strategy that obtained 97.7% accuracy by upgrading a 
feature set using principle component analysis (PCA) and 
the Decision Tree (DT) method. In order to uncover key 
variables for heart disease, [22] applied a wrapper-based 
Genetic Algorithm (GA), which produced an 88.34% 
accuracy with a reduced feature set. 

To diagnose cardiac illness, ML and deep learning 
algorithms were integrated in a novel way [23]. With an 
astounding accuracy of 98.56%, the feature group was 
created using the least absolute shrinkage and selection 
operator (LASSO) penalty technique. A comprehensive 
machine learning (ML)-based heart disease detection 
system [5] displays higher classification performance in 
terms of processing time and accuracy by applying feature 
selection techniques. 

Using a restricted set of attributes, this study [24] provides 
a two-stage feature group recovery strategy to identify 
heart disease. The XGBoost prediction coupled with a 
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winding approach yielded the best projected outcomes. 
Correct feature group selection is critical, as proved by a 
study of several classifiers in [25], where the sequential 
minimum optimization (SMO) classifier had the highest 
accuracy of 86.468%. 

Nonetheless, a persistent concern in current investigation is 
the absence of a systematic technique to assist identify 
input features for forecast models. By integrating two 
datasets of patients with heart illness, extensively 
investigating the elements associated to heart disease, and 
assessing the utility and accuracy of each parameter in the 
forecast job, this work answers a gap in the literature. A 
complete analysis of feature selection techniques' influence 
on prediction performance delivers essential information 
on which classifiers are authorized to be used for the 
specified purpose. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This study paper stresses the critical function of feature 
selection in boosting the accuracy of heart disease 
categorization. The prospective strategy for heart disease 
prediction is illustrated in Figure 1. 

A. Datasets 

     In this experiment, we utilized the Framingham dataset 
and the Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) dataset 
individually. The objective was to design a machine 
learning (ML)-based system for heart disease monitoring 
and to look at how various variables impact how heart 
disease develops. Critical medical indicators including 
"age," "hypertension," "glucose levels," "blood pressure," 
and "cholesterol," all of which are associated to the 
development of heart disease, are included in these data, 
which are gathered from a number of sources. There were 
two significant difficulties that impeded the dataset 
selection. We started by researching the variety of medical 
processes, specifically the multiple clinical approaches 
utilized to recognize heart attacks. Since varied sources 
provide varying volumes of data and feature collections, 
the second reason the datasets were selected was based on 
data availability. The approach presented datasets that 
supplied a large quantity of data volume while having 
some degree of feature closeness. This technique delivers a 
detailed assessment of clinical routes and medical 
components, establishing the foundation for a thorough 
evaluation of heart disease risk. 

 

Fig 1. Diagram of the Suggested Methodology Showing 
Each Step in the Prediction of Heart Disease 

 

B. Cardio Vascular Disease (CVD) 

    An open dataset source is now providing the CVD 
dataset, which McKinsey & Company received during 
their healthcare hackathon, to the larger public. 29,072 
patient records with 12 data attributes are available in this 
collection. These eleven features are broad clinical 
indicators that are explored as input variables. The 
objective attribute that indicates whether or not a patient 
has had a stroke is the 12th feature, which is designated 
"stroke." For a thorough comprehension, Table 1 gives a 
detailed explanation of all the data components included in 
the CVD dataset. 
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Table I: Features Overview of CVD Dataset 

 

C. Cardiovascular 

The Framingham dataset, which may be supplied on the 
Kaggle website, is based on recent medical studies done 
among residents of Framingham, Massachusetts. This 
dataset tries to investigate a patient's 10-year risk of having 
coronary heart disease (CHD). It will largely be employed 
in classifying responsibilities. There are fifteen 
components in the compilation, each of which represents a 
different risk factor, and 4,240 patient data points. The 
Framingham dataset's 14 input components were applied to 
look into the 10-year risk of CHD. A full description of 
each data item is provided in Table 2. 

Table 2: Features Overview of Framingham Dataset 

 

D. Data Preparations 

    Since data pretreatment enhances the accuracy and 
speed of machine learning algorithms and speeds up data 
analysis, it is a critical stage in the process [26]. To address 
challenges like missing values and class mismatch in the 
final datasets, a variety of preparatory measures were done. 
For instance, the Framingham dataset had 645 null values 
with 4,240 patient records, but the CVD dataset included 
43,400 patient records with 14,754 missing or null values. 
In medical records, null values—which imply unknown or 
uncollected data—are regularly encountered due to 
practitioners' limited or inadequate observation. Data 
replacement algorithms are effective at filling up gaps in 
data, but their value in healthcare applications—especially 
for sickness detection—is dubious [27]. All entries with 
null values were completely eliminated from both datasets 
in this analysis to prevent any accuracy problems. 

    Additionally, in both datasets, there was a skewed class 
distribution. Out of 29,072 patients in the CVD dataset, 
only 548 experienced stroke symptoms; however, out of 
3,101 occurrences in the Framingham dataset, 557 had a 
high risk of CHD. During the training of ML models, 
classification issues may develop due to the underlying 
unpredictability of datasets [30]. In order to overcome this, 
a "Random Downsampling" technique was devised, 
resulting to the split of the population into two classes: the 
"minority," which included persons with cardiac issues, 
and the "majority," which included those without 
symptoms. A balanced sample of 1,096 observations was 
constructed for the CVD dataset by keeping 548 minority 
observations and randomly choosing 28,524 majority 
examples. Applying a similar method to the Framingham 
dataset provided 1,114 balanced observations and 557 
minority observations. A more effective analysis of feature 
value and sickness classification is attainable with this 
method. 

E. Feature Correlation Examination 

    A good method for figuring out the fundamental 
linkages between various data variables within a dataset is 
feature correlation. Finding the interdependence of data 
components and recognizing how each component impacts 
the final variable may be done with the implementation of 
this analytical approach [31]. Correlation coefficients 
between distinct data quality and the goal illness were 
generated inside the feature matrix M, given as M = [v1, 
v2,..., vq], where vectors with q characteristics are 
represented by v1, v2,..., vq. The length of each vector, 
denoted by the symbol p, shows a whole medical course of 
therapy on a specific day. Figure 2 illustrates the estimated 
association values for each sample. 
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Fig 2. Correlation Analysis Results for Medical Features and Heart Disease Prediction

    Figure 2 demonstrates that the chosen variable "stroke" 
was positively related with four variables in the CVD 
dataset: "age," "hypertension," "heart disease," and "avg 
glucose lvl." The correlation values for these qualities were 
0.57, 0.24, 0.27, and 0.2, respectively. Analogously, the 
Framingham dataset's features 'age,''sysBP,' 'prevalentHyp,' 
'diabBP,' and 'glucose' exhibited positive association 
values of 0.23, 0.22, 0.18, and 0.15, respectively, which 
agree with the predicted output feature 'TenYearCHD.' 

    In all datasets, there is little or no relationship between 
non-medical metrics like "gender," "bmi," "heart rate," and 
others that are associated to lifestyle aspects like smoking 
habits, education, social status, and living standards and 
the output feature. Generally, in both datasets, established 
medical variables such as "age," "hypertension," and 
"glucose" are strongly connected with the result, 
suggesting their importance as risk factors. 

    Medical examination demonstrates that substantial 
anomalies in the heart and blood vessels are brought on by 
aging. Age-related changes, especially a slower heart rate 
during physical exercise compared to younger persons, 
may minimize the risk of cardiac disease, according to the 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [32]. It has long 
been recognized that high blood pressure increased the risk 
of stroke, ischemic heart disease, and renal failure [33]. 
Elevated blood pressure levels, which constrict arteries and 
restrict oxygen and blood flow to the heart, are the feature 
of hypertension and may certainly exacerbate heart 
disease. Due to blood vessel constriction brought on by 
high blood glucose levels, which damages the heart and 
blood vessels and exacerbates heart disease, diabetics are 
more prone to experience early-stage heart disease [34]. 
Over time, this operation could provoke a heart attack. 

F. Variable Selection 

    Finding the medical parameters that increase the 
prognosis accuracy of heart disease is the key emphasis of 
this research. Choosing a subset of the most relevant 
characteristics from a bigger pool of original data that have 
the largest effect on the output is known as feature 
selection, and it is a crucial component of machine 
learning. Enhanced predictive performance, shorter 
prediction model processing times, quicker data collection, 
and higher data quality are all advantages of feature 
selection. 

    In this work, the ANOVA-F test—a filter-based feature 
selection method—was applied to reveal the most critical 
attributes from two datasets. In filter-based feature 
selection algorithms, important correlations or links 
between input and target attributes are determined by 
statistical methodologies. One quantitative statistical 
strategy for evaluating whether the means of numerous 
data sets are from the same distribution is ANOVA. A 
single statistical test called the ANOVA-F test evaluates 
each attribute to the target feature to discover statistically 
significant associations. 
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    The f_classif() function from the scikit-learn package 
was used to develop the ANOVA-F test in Python. This 
approach, which was built in collaboration with the 
SelectKBest class, prioritizes features according to user 
ratings. The ANOVA-F test is run in this situation for 

assessment. The overall sample size (N), the number of 
groups (S), the number of observations in each group (ji), 
the group sample means (K i), the general mean of the data 
(K), and the pth observation in the ith group (Kip) are all 
included in the ANOVA-F equation. 

 

Fig 3. Significance Scores for Each Feature in Both Datasets. 

 

    The feature significance scores for both datasets 
generated from the ANOVA-F test are provided in Figures 
3(a) and (b). The statistical analysis reveals that the 
variables "age," "hypertension," "heart disease," and 
"avg_glucose_lvl" are the most important in predicting 
"stroke." On the other hand, factors with little to no 
predictive value for "stroke" include "female," "bmi," 
"residence_type," and "smoking_status." Figure 3(b) 
demonstrates which factors received the highest scores for 
the 'TenYearCHD' outcome: 'age,' 'prevalentHyp,' 
'diabetes,''sysBP,' 'diaBP,' and 'glucose'. 

    These findings confirm the connection data in section 
3.3 and suggest that blood pressure, age, fructose, and 
hypertension all have a large effect on the risk of heart 
disease. The features revealed by the ANOVA-F test are 
also connected to probable risk factors for heart disease, 
according to the American Heart Association [37]. 

IV. ASSESSMENT METRICS 

    We applied three widely-known performance 

assessment metrics—Accuracy, F1-score, and ROC—to 

examine the effectiveness of our ML classification models 

[38]. Four important components make up the Confusion 

Matrix, a crucial tool for assessing classification models: 

The four potential outcomes are as follows: (1) True 

Positive (TP), which indicates that a patient has heart 

disease; (2) True Negative (TN), which indicates that a 

patient does not have heart disease; (3) False Negative 

(FN), which indicates that a patient is incorrectly 

classified as not having heart disease; and (4) False 

Positive (FP), which indicates that a patient is incorrectly 

classified as having heart disease. In the medical sector, 

False Negatives (FN) are very damaging 

misclassifications. The following formula is used to 

determine a collection of size n's accuracy: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

    To measure a model's efficacy in classification, the 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) graphs contrast 

the "true positive rate" and "false positive rate" in the ML 

model output. 

 

 

V. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS 

 

    We will study the selected categorization models from 

numerous viewpoints in this chapter. In order to assess 

whether models perform better for one dataset or the 

other, we first examined each model's performance 

individually for the two datasets using all of the available 

variables. After that, we looked at how the models 

performed with the provided set of features to examine 

how the feature selection technique influences the 

accuracy of the classifiers. The performance of the 

classifier was assessed using the Accuracy, F1-score, and 

ROC assessment criteria. 
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A. Classification outcomes employing the entire 

feature set 

 

This chapter evaluated every machine learning model on 
both datasets that predicted the binary illness result using 
all relevant parameters. The whole dataset—80% for 
training and 20% for testing—was applied to train the 
forecast models. 10.98 iterations per second (it/s) were 
required for training prediction models on the CVD dataset 
and 24.20 iterations per second (it/s) on the Framingham 
dataset, respectively, in terms of computation time. Tables 
3 and 4 exhibit the binary classification findings for both 
datasets' diagnosis of heart disease. 

Examining Table 3's classification findings, the MLP for 
the CVD dataset had the maximum accuracy at 0.73, 
followed by a ROC of 0.74 and an F1-Score of 0.73. When 
the whole feature set was used, other models including LR, 
SVC, and RF also displayed high prediction accuracy. The 
enhanced accuracy of MLP may perhaps be attributable to 
its abilities for recognizing patterns within complex 
medical information. Moreover, without any preceding 
domain knowledge, our neural network model performs 
fairly well at generalizing data. The dummy classifier, on 
the other hand, had the lowest accuracy of 0.46 for 
diagnosing myocardial stroke. This was reportedly because 
it based too much on simple notions, which may not be 
useful for solving real-world circumstances. 

Table 3: Outcome of Different ML Models for CVD 
Dataset Using Complete Feature Set 

 

Using the same approaches, Table 4 illustrates the findings 
of the classification process for the Framingham dataset. 
The best accuracy score was 0.66, with a ROC of 0.67 and 
an F1-Score of 0.66; the accuracy scores were not as 
amazing. Similar findings were achieved using numerous 
methodologies including LR, the ridge classifier, and 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The vast range of 
values across the data variables might be the explanation 
for the comparably weak findings. We retained the original 
feature values to avoid creating substantial obstacles in 
medical research, even though feature scaling is known to 
normalize data within a specified range and maybe 
increase model performance [39, 40]. 

Table 4: Outcome of Various ML Models for Framingham 
Dataset Using Full Feature Set 

 

B. Outcome of Classification with Limited Features 

 
To find novel biomarkers and examine the effect of feature 
selection technique on classification accuracy, we opted to 
extract the most essential features from the complete 
feature space based on individual feature scores. As 
illustrated in Figures 3(a) and (b), the ANOVA-F test was 
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done to identify which variables had the most influence on 
the outcome for each sample. 

Based on feature evaluations, four variables were selected 
from a cohort of eleven for the CVD dataset: age, heart 
disease, hypertension, and average milliliter glucose level. 
For the Framingham dataset, the ANOVAF test discovered 
five factors out of a total of fifteen: age, prevalentHyp, 
sysBp, diaBp, and glucose. Next, using simply the qualities 
supplied as inputs, the effectiveness of each classification 
model was tested. Table 5 demonstrates the category. 

Outputs of every model employing the little feature group 
of the CVD dataset. Even with fewer characteristics, the 
research demonstrated that ML models performed better 
than models that looked at the whole feature set. With only 
four input characteristics, the SVC model attained the 
maximum accuracy (0.74 F1-Score and 0.74 ROC). Table 
6 demonstrates that when the whole feature set was 
applied, the greatest accuracy was 0.71, exceeding all 
accuracy values reported for the Framingham dataset. 
Moreover, models trained on the smaller feature set 
executed data processing operations more quickly: the 
Framingham dataset required 15.52 iterations per second 
(it/s), while the CVD models needed 3.86 iterations per 
second (it/s). 

Table 5: Outcome of Various ML Models for CVD Dataset 
Using Reduced Feature Set 

 

    Our findings were further strengthened by a comparison 
with previously published theories [41, 42], in which the 

identical datasets were investigated using the whole feature 
set and the accuracy results were either lower or equivalent 
to what we obtained using the reduced feature set. Overall, 
the experiment's findings suggest that supplying just the 
most relevant information greatly boosts the performance 
of machine learning models. Additionally, while using the 
smaller feature set to train classification models, fewer 
computing iterations per second (it/s) were discovered. 
These experimental findings show the significance of 
feature selection techniques, proving that these approaches 
increase the performance of multidimensional machine 
learning models in addition to lowering feature space. 

Table 6: Outcome of Various ML Models for Framingham 
Dataset Using Reduced Feature Set 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Heart disease is an important worldwide cause of death 

that is increasing worse, hence improved prediction 

approaches are essential for early treatment. The objective 

of this study is to foresee heart illness and describe 

important components. The major purpose is to 

investigate at how feature selection strategies impact how 

successfully machine learning (ML) models work, notably 

with the utilization of online and Framingham heart 

disease datasets. Data pre-processing, which includes 

updates, deletions, and balances, is the initial phase in the 

inspection process. Then, in order to reveal key features 

for effective heart disease prediction, the ANOVA-F test 
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is carried out applying a filter-based feature selection 

approach. Age, blood pressure, glucose levels, 

hypertension, past experience with heart disease, and 

other variables are significant risk factors for heart disease 

in both datasets, above and beyond normal conditions, 

according to individual feature scores from the ANOVA-F 

test. 

     

    In addition, classification tests are done using both 

entire and reduced feature sets in order to explore how 

chosen characteristics impact prediction accuracy across 

multiple machine learning models. The Framingham heart 

disease dataset (0.66) and the complete feature set for 

CVD (0.73) produced the most accurate findings. For both 

datasets, accuracy rises to 0.71 and 0.75 when the reduced 

feature set is used. The results indicate that ML models 

outperformed fully featured models even with a decreased 

feature set. This outstanding study highlights how feature 

selection strategies with fewer features and better 

processing speeds may properly identify heart disease. 

Consequently, feature selection reduces processing 

barriers and boosts prediction model performance by 

focusing on the most significant heart disease-related data. 

 

    The business ultimately hopes to boost forecast 

accuracy by analyzing different machine learning and 

deep learning models. To give more relevant feature 

groups for medical study, fresh datasets will be applied in 

comparison studies, and inventive feature selection 

processes will be investigated. 
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